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Second in a series: UTB and TSC pact revisited

TSC ‘not a bargain’
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer

The Community Advisory Committee has
looked at what the UTB/TSC partnership
agreement should preserve and pursue for
the future.
The cost of a community college education
was one of the topics discussed during last
Tuesday’s meeting in the Education and
Business Complex’s Salon Cassia. The third
and ﬁnal meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the same room.
The committee agreed that the partnership
should maintain low costs for those who
wish to graduate with a two-year degree in
technical or vocational programs.
David Merrill, branch manager at Wells
Fargo Advisors, told fellow members of the
committee that Texas Southmost College is

an expensive community college compared
with other ones in the state.
“It just doesn’t make sense,” Merrill said.
“It destroys our competitive edge to not have
the same affordability here as somewhere
else in a junior college level.”
However, he did note that UTB/TSC is
one of the lowest academic cost institutions
in the University of Texas System.
“Which means it’s a bargain if you are
going to go to UT, it’s an absolute bargain,
but it’s split on its head when you try to go
to the community college and that is not a
bargain,” Merrill said. “And a community
college, by deﬁnition, is a bargain. It’s the best
dollar that can be spent in education today. A
community college associate degree, dollar
for dollar, has a higher return than any other
education degree that you can obtain and to

• See ‘Partnership,’ Page 14

DAVID GUERRA/COLLEGIAN

David Merrill, a branch manager at Wells Fargo Advisors and member of the Community Advisory
Committee, says Texas Southmost College is too expensive for a community college.

¡Bienvenido, Mr. Amigo!
By Ana Laura Martell
Spanish Editor

Campus to honor Vicente Fernández Jr. on Thursday

For Mr. Amigo, a charro outﬁt is not a
costume, it’s a lifestyle. Vicente Fernández
Jr., son of Mexico’s legendary and iconic
singer Vicente Fernández, is the Mr.
Amigo Association’s ﬁrst honoree who is
a genuine charro.
Like his father, Vicente Fernández Jr. is
a ranchero singer and actor. However, he
is also a champion horseman, a genuine
charro who lives up to the attire. This is one
of the main reasons he was chosen by the
Mr. Amigo Association earlier this year.
“He’s a real charro, he owns a world
championship charro team [and] he actually
performs,” Eddy Hernandez, director of
Customer and Information Services with
the Brownsville Public Utilities Board
and this year’s president of the Mr. Amigo
Association. “He is one of the top charros
in all of Mexico.”
The Mr. Amigo award is presented to a
Mexican citizen who embodies goodwill
between the sister countries of the United
States and Mexico, whether it is an actor,
singer, artist or politician.
“[South] of the border, charros are seen
as very gallant. … It’s a way of life,”
Hernandez said. “We thought it would be
cool to have [him]: a charro for Charro
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Days.”
He said the purpose of association is “to
celebrate the shared culture, friendship and
family of Brownsville and Matamoros; to
enjoy the traditions and history that unite
us, bringing ‘The Valley’ and ‘La Frontera’
closer together, serving as an example for
our two countries.”
The 46-year-old association tries to
build positive relations between sister
cities Brownsville and Matamoros and,
therefore, between the United States and
Mexico.
“Especially being down on the border, we
have business ties, family ties that affect us
on our day-to-day life,” Hernandez added.
“We are trying to celebrate that common
culture rather than pulling it apart.”
A member of the association for almost
ﬁve years, Hernandez was appointed
president in May 2009.
UTB/TSC will welcome Mr. Amigo on
• See ‘Amigo,’ Page 13

Early voting for March 2
Primary
Continues through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Cardenas Hall South 117
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Three VP positions filled in SGA
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
The Student Government Association
filled three vacant vice-presidential slots at
Thursday’s meeting.
Graduate Senator Joe Lee Rubio was
nominated for vice president of policy and
procedure, and School of Business Senator Jose
A. Guerra was nominated for vice president of
accounting and finance.
Junior history major Stephanie Villarreal,
who served as an SGA senator from 2007
to 2008, became vice president of historical
archives.
“I would love to be a part of SGA again, and
I would really appreciate you all voting for me
to be a part of the senate,” said Villarreal, who
had left the SGA to work for state Sen. Eddie
Lucio Jr. (D-Brownsville).
SGA President Ruby de la Fuente nominated
all three. The senate approved the appointments,
and de la Fuente swore them in.
Afterward, the SGA passed three
resolutions.
Resolution 23, titled Project 100%, was
passed two weeks ago, but a discussion on the
SGA allocating no more than $900 to advertise
for voter turnout and voter registration ensued.
After much review, the budget was increased
to $1,500 to accommodate for advertising,
buttons, stickers and pencils.

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

Student Government Association President Ruby De La Fuente swears in (from left) Stephanie Villarreal, Jose A.
Guerra and Joe Lee Rubio to the positions of vice president of historical archives, vice president of accounting and
finance and vice president of policy and procedure, respectively, during Thursday’s SGA meeting, held in Salon
Gardenia.

Resolution 24, titled SGA Outreach/
Promotional Items, authorizes spending $2,900
to purchase promotional items that will be
given to students during events the SGA holds.
Before either resolution was passed, the new
members of the SGA spoke at length with de
la Fuente and David Polin, SGA vice president
of administration, about each resolution. They
asked questions and commented on different
subjects.
Polin said he was pleased to see them be
involved and told them they were fulfilling

their duties and responsibilities and encouraged
them to keep giving their input.
“I very much appreciate the discussion that’s
going on,” he said. “It’s something new.”
For Resolution 25, titled Scorpion Academy
Budget, the SGAwill allocate $1,500 to advertise
for Scorpion Academy, an event the SGA holds
annually. The program educates students on the
justice system and law enforcement. Before
being passed, the resoution was amended to
add $500 to the original $1,000 allocated.
During the “Let Your Voice Be Heard”

portion of the meeting, senior communication
major and Communication Council President
Celsa Rodriguez asked the SGA for financial
help with the council’s upcoming event, the
Communication Expo, which will be held
in March. The Communication Expo allows
students to speak to professionals in the field of
communication.
De la Fuente invited Rodriguez to attend the
Executive Board meeting to further discuss the
petition.
Junior marketing major Samuel Martinez
asked the SGA who were the students that
were appointed to the Partnership Agreement
Committee. He wanted to know if the students
from the committee could bring their report
to the SGA so that the student body can be
informed.
Martinez also requested that the computer
lab located in the Recreation, Education and
Kinesiology Center be made into an open
computer lab. The SGA told him his questions
and requests would be considered.
Former freshman Senator Joshuah Law
continues with a petition to vacate all senate
positions held by members elected by the
student body. He believes it is only fair to allow
students the opportunity to vote for those they
believe will represent them best. There are at
least 375 signatures that Law has counted thus
far.

Get some help in filling out your FAFSA
By David Boon
Staff Writer
While most acknowledge February as the
month of love, most do not realize its other
distinction--National Financial Aid Awareness
Month.
This month, the Financial Aid Office has
been conducting workshops from 5 to 8 p.m.
on Wednesdays in Tandy Hall 213 in order to
assist students in filling out the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid and meeting the March
1 priority deadline for turning in the FAFSA.
During the workshops, students are allowed to
walk in and receive assistance from Financial
Aid Office staff.
“They were very helpful,” said freshman
Alfonso Guajardo, who was filling out the
FAFSA for the second time. “I think it was
easier this time.”
As of Wednesday’s workshop, about 170
students have been assisted--a number Senior
Financial Aid Officer Magda Goga called
“a tremendous success.” Because of the
momentum, the program has been extended
through March.
The workshops are aimed to not only assist

with students’ problems with the forms, but
to teach them the process, said Mari Chapa,
director of Financial Aid.
This Wednesday’s workshop, which will be
held from 4 to 8 p.m., will also feature assistance
for those with hearing disabilities and will mark
the final workshop where students can receive
assistance filing tax returns, as well.
“Many times the students will be in a rush
while filing and trying to meet the March 1
deadline, but they don’t complete their taxes
until April 15, or they have to go at the last
minute and file for income taxes, but they end
up paying money,” Goga said. “We were able
to partner and sponsor United Way to come to
campus and do it for free, so that anyone who
made an income of $58,000 or less is welcome
to have assistance to prepare the income tax
[return]. They finish with the income tax
[form], they complete the financial aid form
at the same time and they’re able to meet the
deadline.”
One of the problems students have when
applying before the priority deadline happens
when they have not verified their tax information
before filling out the FAFSA, Chapa said.
Instead of using confirmed numbers, students
will estimate, often needing to later verify the

Michael Peña/Collegian

Senior Financial Aid Officer Julia Denisse Lash helps freshman architecture major Mario Alberto Ramos complete his Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) form online during a financial aid workshop Wednesday in Tandy Hall 213.

information with the Financial Aid Office.
However, if students apply before the priority
deadline, not only will they receive funds on
time, but they also have a chance of receiving
discretionary funds in addition to government
funds, Chapa said. Although the university
does not have a limit to the amount of total Pell
grants provided to eligible students, there are

other funds that do have limits, which are given
out on a first-come first-served basis.
“If they’re eligible for Pell, they’re going
to get it; if they’re eligible for [the Academic
Competitiveness Grants], they’re going to get
it,” Chapa said. “But if there’s other funds, like
[Skagit Council of Governments], then we
award up to the ceiling.”

Retirement Preparation Planning
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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In what way
have you
experienced
discrimination?
“There was a time
when I went to
Canada and
we went to
some type of
restaurant and
we were about
to pay and we
ﬁrst had pesos,
Mexican currency ...
so we go and they told us that we
should get the Canadian currency
and we [told them] here is the same
amount but in pesos, and they [told
us], ‘We don’t accept Mexican currency because we don’t like you;
we just don’t use it and we can’t
work with it.’”
Carlos Matus
Freshman international business
major
“I’ve had, but
not in the [Rio
Grande] Valley. I’ve experienced discrimination
in other states
such as Florida
and Arizona. …
They [didn’t] tell me
anything, it’s just the way they treated
[me]. You feel the tension; you feel
that they’re treating you different
when you’re observing them treating other people from their race.”
Idalia Obregon
Senior psychology major
“[I’ve]
experienced discrimination in many
ways. Both as
a male, as a
Hispanic trying to grow up
in this modern
life of mine, trying
to grow up and get
through college, things like that.
People try to bring you down; being youthful, they think you don’t
know what you’re talking about.”
Rico Rios
Freshman communication
major
“I think not only
as a culture but
as a female,
it’s
sometimes difﬁcult
to try to cope
with
different things. You
get discriminated
[against for] being a
female.”
Veronica Mariscal
Senior art education major
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
--Photos by Elizabeth A. Perez

Letters to the editor
Campaign ﬁnancing
Recall when [Doris] “Granny
D” [Haddock] walked and crept
across the United States to call
attention to campaign ﬁnancing
(bought elections)? It was a great
action, which, sadly, did not alter
the buying of elections.
He or she with the most
dough gets the legislative-voted
goodies, thanks to the cash favors
extended in the name of campaign
ﬁnancing. That’s how it goes;
called “bribes” elsewhere, here,
how sweetly, campaign ﬁnancing
…
If interested, look at how any
elected ofﬁcial votes, and then
trace back his or her campaign
ﬁnancing sources. Answers galore
await, and for one example,
explain the selﬁshness and chaos
in health-care funding, local, state
and national.
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville
What about Black history?
One of the most important
aspects of this prestigious
university is the celebration of
diversity. The fact that we have
students and staff of different
genders, races, nationalities,
sexual orientations, physical
challenges and mental challenges
sets the University of Texas at
Brownville [and Texas Southmost
College] apart from every
university in the [University of
Texas], [Texas A&M] and [Texas
Tech] systems throughout the

Lone Star State. Adding to the
diversity at this college is the
fact that it is celebrated widely
throughout the campus.
We
celebrated
Hispanic
Heritage Month with many plays
and events. We celebrated St.
Patrick’s Day with the traditional
green garb. We made people
aware of those with challenges,
both mental and physical, with a
showing of “The Soloist,” as well
as many activities throughout
this school. Finally, we brought
awareness and celebration of those
with different sexual orientation
with Free Speech Alleys as well
as student organizations.
It is the fact that we have these
celebrations of diversity that I am
proud to be a UTB/TSC Scorpion.
At the same time, it is the fact that
we celebrate diversity at UTB/
TSC that leaves me to question
why we leave an important
celebration of our nation’s
fabric out of the celebrations of
diversity. This celebration, which
takes place every February, is
not only important, but historical
as well. During this month,
people are brought to awareness
nationwide of those who invented
trafﬁc lights and gas masks, and
of the battle for civil rights. This
battle opened the door for UTB/
TSC to exist, as well as paved the
way for tolerance for those who
have different sexual orientation.
It is because of this battle for civil
rights that [UTB/TSC President
Juliet V. García was] able to
receive the appointment as
president of this ﬁne educational

establishment; it was because of
that battle that Sonia Sotomayor
sits on the bench as our ﬁrst
Hispanic Supreme Court justice.
Finally, it is during this month
that the citizens of this country, as
a diverse race of people, can say
proudly “Lift Up Your Voice and
Sing”--as worded in the Negro
National Anthem--knowing that
minorities, not precluded to just
African Americans, are steadily
arriving closer and closer to the
sweet cup of absolute equality.
The fact that this celebration of
triumph was not acknowledged,
much less celebrated, during
February
saddens
and
disappoints me as a student of
UTB/TSC for two reasons. The
ﬁrst is that there is a historical
signiﬁcance that is missed when
this celebration is excluded from
the plethora of events that UTB/
TSC has to offer in celebration
of difference and differences.
In our History Department,
there are little, if any, classes in
African American history; there
are also no concentrations in
African American studies. In
the celebration of the triumphs
and differences of minorities in
February, we are able for four
weeks to inform our student body
of the Freedom Riders movements,
the Little Rock Central High
School incidents that occurred in
Arkansas, and most importantly,
the rise of many inﬂuential
leaders, including Thurgood
Marshall, Martin Luther King
Jr. and President Barack Obama.
Without these celebrations, our

students are less educated on
the events that shaped reform
for Hispanic rights, women’s
rights, as well as the rights of
those who are physically and
mentally challenged. Secondly,
and most importantly, a race of
people, no matter how small the
population here, are alienated
from the celebrations of diversity
on campus. These celebrations
not only thread the fabric of
UTB/TSC, but also bring life
and purpose to the student body
through awareness of differences
in individuals.
These
differences
are
celebrated throughout this ﬁne
school of higher education. These
differences are what make “We
the People” the people that the
preamble of our constitution talks
about. These differences are what
make us a unique people. These
differences are what make the
United States of America the
country that everyone wants to
come to. These differences are
what make the University of
Texas at Brownsville the best
university in all of the university
systems in Texas. It is because
of the celebration of these
differences that we ask that UTB/
TSC recognize and celebrate the
diversity and history of African
Americans during February.
Juan Pacheco Jr.
Senior government
and communication major

Letters to the editor policy
Letters must include the name, major, classiﬁcation and phone number
of the author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The
Collegian are those of writers and do not necessarily reﬂect the views of

The Collegian or UTB/TSC administrators. The editor reserves the right
to edit the letters. Letters for The Collegian can be sent to collegian@
utb.edu.
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Democrats address issues at forum
By Cynthia Hernandez
Staff Writer
A candidate forum hosted by the UTB/
TSC University Democrats and the Tejano
Democrats had a small turnout when it came
to audience members; however, 17 local and
state Democratic candidates attended.
“We don’t get a lot of opportunities as
sports anchors to really hear the political side
of things, so it’s an honor of mine to actually
moderate this today,” said KGBT-TV Channel
4 Sports Anchor Darren Haynes, who served
as moderator for the forum, held Tuesday in
the SET-B Lecture Hall.
The crowd of candidates became
enthusiastic when former Houston Mayor and
gubernatorial candidate Bill White walked in.
White addressed the crowd with a short
speech regarding the low voting rate in
Cameron County and the recent increase in
university tuition.
“We need to make college more affordable,”
White said. “Tuitions have gone up 82 percent
over the last six years. I don’t think that’s
acceptable in this state.”
Although one of White’s opponents, Farouk
Shami, was unable to attend the forum, a
representative spoke in his behalf.
“He’s worked very hard; as you know, he’s
been very successful and his business has
blossomed,” said Rene Coronado, Shami’s
representative. “He brought jobs here to Texas,
several thousand to Houston. He has the best
interest for Texas at heart. He really wants to
improve Texas and make Texas better.”
Cameron County Democratic Chair Gilbert
Hinojosa was present as well. He emphasized
how important it is to have Texas become a
Democratic state.
“The year 2010 will be a Democratic year,”
Hinojosa said. “[In] the year 2010, we’ll elect
a governor that’s a Democrat for the state of
Texas and end 16 years of failed Republican
ruling in this state.”
J.M. Lozano, a candidate for District 43
state representative, was not included in the
forum; however, he was given a chance to
deliver a speech as well.
“My opponent [Tara Rios], 90 percent
of her funding comes from the Republican
Party,” Lozano said. “That does not lie and the
majority of those funds, as they say, she would
justify that we need to work with Republicans,
but it’s one thing to work with and it’s another
thing to work for. I’m not going to work for
Republicans, my friends, I’m going to work
for every one of you.”
The Collegian received a call Wednesday
from Roger Chanes, one of Rios’ campaign
supporters. Rios did not attend the forum,
Chanes said, because she was not invited to
take part.
Haynes informed the candidates that they
had a two-minute time limit to answer the

questions they were asked.
The race for Cameron County Precinct
2 commissioner had the greatest turnout,
with five candidates and one representative
attending. They were asked “What are your
plans to address the recent increase of border
violence? How would you rate our public
safety in Cameron County?”
Victor Alvarez said more funding is
needed in order to increase the number of
law enforcement officers on the border and
explained how he has lived in Cameron Park
for 30 years and is accustomed to the violence.
He emphasized how important it is to maintain
safety.
“I’m a gun-packing preacher,” Alvarez
said. “Come to my house at night, you try to
steal, I’ll let you steal. You try to touch my
children, I’ll shoot you, plain and simple. I
honestly believe that we need to take care of
ourselves.”
Ernesto De Leon agreed and said more law
enforcement is needed; however, he believes
their wages need to be increased.
“Those deputies that lay their life on the line
for us, keep us protected, need to seek equal
pay for the job that they do,” De Leon said.
Ernie Hernandez Jr. said he does not know
of a solution to border violence, but is going to
find one. He said the issue did not originate on
the American side of the border.
“The problem’s not on this side,” Hernandez
said. “The problem’s on the Mexican side, and
as long as the drugs proliferate in Matamoros
and any part of Mexico, we’re going to have
a problem.”
Gerry Linan said better coordination is
needed among law enforcement officers, as
well as better equipment.
“They need more equipment, they need
better staffing and with that equipment they
can get more bang for the buck,” Linan said.
Ruben Peña said staffing is an issue as well,
but the economy is one of the reasons for the
violence.
“We have a serious problem on our hands,”
Peña said. “We need to make sure that we have
jobs. Without jobs, people turn to crime.”
Ernesto Escobedo’s brother, Jaime
Escobedo, delivered a speech on his behalf.
He apologized for his brother being unable to
attend and spoke of all his accomplishments,
experience with the Brownsville Independent
School District among many of the issues
Cameron County is facing.
“The county needs to do what we do in
our personal lives, which is live within our
personal needs,” Escobedo said. “This county
is in dire need of a regional drainage plan to
redirect storm waters.”
All three Democratic county judge
candidates attended the forum as well. They
are challenging Republican incumbent Carlos
Cascos.
They were asked, “What are your thoughts

in regards to preparing for a hurricane?
Are you familiar with the Cameron County
contingency plan?”
Candidate John Wood, who is the current
Precinct 2 commissioner, said he is familiar
with the contingency plan and spoke
about his experience with contributing to
the establishment of a county emergency
management office and how negative changes
have occurred to it over time.
“Unfortunately, during Hurricane Dolly,
there has been a change in staff and there were
some issues brought up during Hurricane
Dolly, where the state had to step in and send
some people down to help the Emergency
Management Department,” Wood said. “We
need to have some changes in the Emergency
Management program in the county.”
Rebecca Gomez said the plan was useless
without addressing the basic issue, which is
the drainage issue Brownsville faces.
“You can have all the contingency programs
you want, but if you haven’t addressed the
drainage problems in all our communities,
there’s just no way we’re going to meet the
demands in any hurricane,” Gomez said. “We
need to work with [the Brownsville Public
Utilities Board] and find a way to fix the old
sewer problems.”
Former Brownsville Mayor Eddie Treviño
agreed that the drainage in Brownsville is
a major issue. He also spoke about the long
period of time it took to help Brownsville
citizens after Hurricane Dolly.
“The situation that the commissioner
alluded to continues to hamper many of the
low-lying and poor rural areas of the county,
which up until recently, they barely received
some support in regards to the damage caused
by Hurricane Dolly,” Treviño said. “That
should not be the case.”
Candidates for county treasurer and the
197th state district court judgeship were asked
the same question: “What are the top three
problems for Cameron County within your
area and what solutions can you provide to
these problems?”
County Treasurer candidate Tad Hasse
spoke about the taxes that were raised last year,
resources that are being used in unnecessary
places and his intent on serving as county
treasurer.
“What I think we should do is reallocate
some of those resources and my particular
way to do this is close what I consider an
unnecessary office and use the money where
the people of the county really need it,” Hasse
said.
Incumbent Treasurer David Betancourt
spoke about the importance of his office.
“As far as resources, one of the things
that justifies our position is we invest county
funds and those funds in the past years, and
it’ll continue, are used to balance the county
budget,” Betancourt said. “That’s something

Shh, it’s a library

that the auditor can’t do, something that the
state law allows us to do, so we’re going to
continue that at being successful.”
Seeking re-election to the 197th state district
court, Judge Migdalia Lopez said one of the
main issues in Cameron County is people not
being familiar with the judicial system.
“People think, well, if the judge is criticized
in the newspaper, why doesn’t the judge
answer?” Lopez said. “The judge cannot
answer because the judge is under the rules of
the Judicial Ethics Commission, which says
that a judge cannot respond and sometimes
people misunderstand that and they don’t
understand that, legally, you cannot do that.”
Lopez’s opponent Juan Angel Guerra, who
lives in Willacy County, said he thought the
main issue was the low voter turnout.
“We have a very, very small amount of
people turn out to vote, that’s our problem,”
Guerra said. “Last time [Cameron County]
only had 10 percent [of the] people voting. In
my county, we have at least 45 [percent] to 50
percent [of] people voting.”
He also said another issue is people’s
impression that the judicial system is run by
money.
“The problem is that if you give money
to the candidates, especially to the judicial,
then you’re going to expect favors, so if a
contributor pays $5,000 to a judge … and his
son gets into a little bit of a problem, obviously
that individual is getting a bigger deal than the
individual that has no connection,” Guerra
said.
He said the problems could be solved by
encouraging more people to vote and not
“allow any type of funding to be given to the
judges.”
Two of the four candidates for judge of
county court-at-law No. 3 participated in the
forum. They were asked: “Do you agree,
Yes or no, and why the use of the word God,
prayer and the Ten Commandments should
be allowed at public gatherings and public
education institutions?”
Both candidates agreed and shared the same
opinion.
“I do agree, probably because of my
upbringing,” Dolores Zarate said. “I’m a
conservative Catholic. I was brought up with
very high standards. I must agree that I do
believe that God should be allowed in any
public setting or any higher being.”
David Gonzales III said, “Our country was
founded … with God in the Constitution,
and I do believe we should respect the U.S.
Constitution and the U.S. Constitution brings
that into our society.”
Their opponents, Everardo Garcia and
Robert Mendoza, were not present and did not
send a representative to the forum.

Watch:

Workers continue
remodeling the Arnulfo L.
Oliveira Memorial Library
on Tuesday. The $2 million
project will triple space for
the university’s local history
and special collections
archives, according to the
UTB/TSC Web site.
Francisco Espinosa/Collegian
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‘Edifying’ experiences overseas
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
Going overseas to pursue an education
may seem frightening, but according to the
faculty and students participating in UTB/
TSC’s Study Abroad program, it is quite the
contrary.
“It’s not about taking trips, excursions
to different countries, but rather going to a
foreign country and spending, in our case …
a month or you can spend a semester in a
foreign country,” said Suzanne LaLonde, an
assistant professor in the Modern Languages
Department and director of the Study Abroad
program. “You can learn a different language;
you learn about a different culture; you learn
about a new history, become acquainted with
new forms of art. It’s a way to offer students,
basically, a liberal arts education in a very
compact way.”
By studying abroad, LaLonde said, liberal
arts education is broadened and allows the
human mind to become more sophisticated
through the different domains of culture
experienced.
The Study Abroad Office offers two
types of programs. In UTB/TSC’s Semester
Abroad exchange programs, students take
courses at France’s Sorbonne University in
Paris or Spain’s Autonomous University of
Barcelona for a semester and earn UTB/TSC
credits. In summer Study Abroad programs,
students take courses with UTB/TSC
professors for about a month. This summer,
programs are being offered in St. Petersburg,
Russia; Paris; Seville, Spain; London; and
Ayacucho, Peru.
David Fisher, an assistant history professor,
said he believes the trip to St. Petersburg will
be interesting, allowing students an inside
look at a country that has been shrouded by
stereotypes.
“The stereotyped image Americans have
of Russia is that it’s cold, run by tyrants, it’s
backwards, but, in fact, those things aren’t
true at all,” Fisher said. “It’s actually the
home of people who are extraordinarily
original in how they approach life. … One
of the interesting things about Russia is how
Russian culture, despite the stereotype …
has actually led the world in many different
ways--space exploration, avant-garde art in
the 1920s, revolution. Whether you like it
or not, they were the first to have a Marxist
Revolution in the world, and it’s a very
conflicted place.”
Modern Languages Professor Lucy Willis
said via e-mail the trip to Seville will be a
“real treat” for students who participate.
“Seville is one of the most charming
Spanish cities, as it holds some of the most
important artistic works and architectural
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UTB/TSC study abroad students pose in from of Rodin’s “The Thinker” while participating in the 2009 summer
study abroad program to Paris.

monuments in Spain,” Willis said. “The
trip includes excursions to the Alhambra
in Granada and the Muslim Mezquita in
Cordoba.”
Overall, feedback provided by participants
of both programs has been positive, LaLonde
said.
“They talk about it being life-changing,”
she said. “Our students talk about seeing life
in a new way. … We’ve had a lot of students
who have trepidations about going abroad
but once they’re there in that setting … they
really enjoy themselves, and it becomes an
extremely edifying experience for them.”
Priscilla Garcia, a senior government
major currently at the Sorbonne University
as an exchange student, said she adores Paris,
having participated in the Parisian programs
four times.
“The first time I went to Paris, and this
was in summer 2007, I took a French course
with Dr. Suzanne LaLonde,” Garcia said
via e-mail. “Then, the next summer, [in
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Nominate a student leader for the

Scorpion Leadership Ring
“A Symbol of Learning”
Two student leaders will be chosen based on their
academic performance, leadership at UTB/TSC,
and service to their community.
The University of Texas
at Brownsville and Texas
Southmost College, in
partnership with Balfour
College Jewelry Company and the
UTB/TSC Student Government Association (SGA),
will provide two official class ring(s) to graduating senior(s),
graduate students and/or recent alumni who have excelled
in academics, leadership activities and service to the
campus and/or the community-at-large.

Deadline to apply:
4 p.m., Monday, March 1st

10.75

COME BY AND SEE US AFTER YOUR NIGHT ON THE TOWN!

4434 E. 14th St. and Boca Chica Blvd. Brownsville. TX 78520

2008], I went again, taking art appreciation
and another French class, which was a
prerequisite for my French minor. Last year,
Spring 2009, I was very lucky because I
was chosen to participate in the Semester
Exchange Program between UTB and the
Sorbonne University. I enjoyed very much
this experience that I decided to come back
for the entire semester again [in Spring
2010].”
Although Garcia recently missed her
friends, family and home, the benefits from
the experience let her move past it, she
said. She also said her appreciation for the
different culture and atmosphere has been
enjoyable.
“One of the things that I admire of this
nation is the habit of reading,” Garcia said.
“People are capable of debating in any kind
of situation because they read! Given that I
like to read, this is one of the things I enjoyed
most.”
However, Garcia said she did not like the
French college education system and that
she prefers the U.S. system.
Alix Rivère, a Parisian graduate exchange
student from the Sorbonne University, noted
the differences between the educational
methods used at UTB/TSC and her
university.
“I was used to the teacher really giving
us his ideas, his theories, and giving us this
reading to do and reading it in that particular
way, where as here [at UTB/TSC] we
are really asked to change the way we are
thinking and to criticize a lot more,” Rivère
said. “People are very critical here, I think,

542-4777

Applications are available at:
http://www.ring.utb.edu
For more information, contact the
Dean of Students Office at 882-5141.
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Actor flies in to inspire students
By Cleiri Quezada
Staff Writer
Hollywood actor and director Edward
James Olmos was in Brownsville on
Tuesday, and stopped by UTB/TSC for a
short speech in the Student Union’s Gran
Salon.
The actor was in town to speak to the
Brownsville Independent School District
board of trustees on the behalf of Higher
Ground Entertainment, a Hollywoodbased production agency that is producing
a documentary on BISD chess programs.
“We’re here trying to solidify the
relationship between the board of education
and the Foundation of Advancement for the
Sciences and Engineering, and a wonderful
documentary that is being made for all of
you,” Olmos said.
The documentary, titled “Kings of
Brownsville,” chronicles the surprising
success and achievements of the BISD
chess programs.
About 400 students and staff were
encouraged by Olmos to strive for a better
education during his lecture.
“It’s interesting because you’re all here,
and how many of you all are getting your
bachelor’s degrees? Good,” Olmos said.
“How many of you are going to get your

master’s degrees? Even better. Now, how
many of you are getting your Ph.D.’s? I
love you.”
Olmos allowed the crowd to ask him a
few questions, prompting one audience
member to congratulate Olmos for his
performance as Roberto Lozano in the film
“The Disappearance of Garcia Lorca.”
The film was watched by few; however,
it is one of the great stories of Spanish
literature, the actor said. He recommended
the audience to see it.
Among the audience was freshman
Spanish translation and interpreting major
Francisco Fabian Garza. He was curious
to know Olmos’ opinion of two movies
nominated for best picture in the Academy
Awards.
“The Oscars are approaching, and there
are two movies nominated for best picture:
‘District 9’ and ‘Avatar.’ What’s your
opinion on it?” Garza asked. “What has
happened to Sci-Fi since it started [and]
what happened with the science-fiction
genre?”
Olmos responded, “I would say science
fiction is reaching its home plateau. It’s
really gotten to a point now where most
of us have seen ‘Avatar’ and some of us
are starting to discover ‘District 9.’ … Of
the two, I’m very grateful that they both

C

were nominated; I just wish that the actor
in ‘District 9’ had been nominated [for best
actor].”
Olmos showed his gratitude to the
members of the UTB/TSC Chess Team
and thanked them for being able to play the
game.

Do you prefer blond,
redhead or brunette? “For
me, the mentality is more
important than the hair
color.”
Do you prefer sweet, salty
or sour? “I’m more of a
bittersweet type of guy.”
What is the country that
best embodies you? “I’d
say England, because it has
a little bit of old and a little
Luciana Morales/Collegian bit of new.”
If you could have any
superpower, which one
hat and glasses.”
would
you want? “The power to
Are you in love? “No, I’m
control
elements.”
looking to fall in love.”
Free
Association
Quiz:
What type of music do you
Turn-on:
“Cute.”
listen to? “I’m OK with
Turn-off: “Annoying.”
anything, but I mostly listen to
Kiss: “Appropriate.”
rock and J-rock.”
I would like to be a: “Video
What country would you like
game tester.”
to visit? “Eastern countries,
--Compiled by Luciana Morales
Europe and Russia.”
If you would like to be featured
What is your best physical
in Cupid’s Corner, call Cleiri
feature? “That I’m healthy.”
Quezada at 882-5782 or send
Best place to go on a date:
her an e-mail at collegian@utb.
“Somewhere where we can have
edu.
fun.”

upid’s
orner

Name: Valentin Rangel III
Age: 21
Classification: Junior
Major: Education
Zodiac Sign: Cancer
What is your nickname?
“Baru.”
Describe yourself in three
words: “Quiet, mysterious and
understandable.”
Do you collect anything? “I
collect and play video games and
I also have a coin collection.”
Something that you always
wear and never take off: “My

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Mexican-American actor and director Edward James Olmos speaks to an audience of about 400 Tuesday in the
Student Union’s Gran Salon.

“It really [is a] life-changing experience,
when you learn how to play the game of
chess, which is a tremendous, beautiful
game,” Olmos said. “It really inspires
people to understand themselves to the
fullest.”

’Scopes
By Francisco Garza
Webcast Editor
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19):
If you’re having trouble with
math, just remember that it is like
wrestling. No, it’s not fake; they
just use the same outfits.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20):
Can’t dance? Just close your eyes
and swing your arms around. Yeah,
that one is called the octopus. Keep
practicing and maybe one day I
will teach you the koala bear.
Aries (March 21-April 19): Be
nice to others. Take a shower.
Taurus (April 20-May 20):
Keep your eyes open this week.
You must follow and obey the signs
that appear to you. Remember-green means go, yellow means
caution and red means stop.
Gemini (May 21- June 21):
This week you will find the perfect
parking spot. It’s ugly, it’s far away
and it smells like fish. What? You
do not like it? Well, perfect is in the
eye of the beholder.
Cancer (June 22-July 22):
If this week you find yourself

lost and in need of advice, ask
yourself WWCPD? (What would
Craig Price do?) Then, do the
exact opposite. Also, tune in at 1
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays to
utbstingradio.com and listen to the
“Daily Carp with Craig Price.”
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23): If you
happen to get hungry this week,
you should have a snack.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22):
All roads lead to Rome. Still,
you should get down and ask for
directions sometimes.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23): This
will be a boring week, so brace
yourself.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Consider actually showing up
in your classes. Maybe it’s just
me, but I think it might help your
grade-point average.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Life is like coffee. It’s hot and it
can burn.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
If you get a suspicious package,
throw it away. It’s not dangerous;
it’s just a sweater, but the color red
does not go with you.
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Students study Alzheimer’s, epilepsy
By Luciana Morales
Staff Writer
Faculty and student collaboration is
contributing to the advance of neuroscience
research at UTB/TSC.
Luis Colom, vice president for Research
and a professor in the Biological Sciences
Department, leads the Alzheimer’s disease
research program.
“Alzheimer’s is one of the priorities in
research,” Colom said. “It slowly affects the
brain, making people forget things until they
get demented.”
Aging increases the risk of getting the
disease, he said.
“When you are 70 years old, you have [a]
10 percent of probability to get Alzheimer’s,”
Colom said. “If you are 85, you have up to 50
percent. Suddenly, you need someone to take
care of you. That disease creates a tremendous
economical burden on the family.”
Colom and his research team found a
new population of neurons in the base of
the forebrain, an area heavily affected by
Alzheimer’s.
“We were the first ones to anatomically
characterize this population,” he said. “Then
we determined that this population was
vulnerable to some toxins that accumulate in
the brain with Alzheimer’s.”
Colom and his research team are working in
collaboration with George Perry, dean of the
College of Sciences and a biology professor at
the University of Texas at San Antonio, to find
out if oxidative stress plays an important role
in the degeneration of neurons.
In order to do so, the team inoculates toxins
far away from the cell nucleus in the neurons.
“We are finding that these neurons … still
degenerate,” Colom said. “Probably, it’s a
retrograde mechanism.”
Colom explains that after the team publishes
its findings, it can apply for more grants to
support further investigation.
“Everything is a process,” he said. “We
communicate with the scientific community,
we exchange ideas and we continue.”
Emilio Garrido, an associate professor, has
led the epilepsy research program at UTB/
TSC since 2003.
Epilepsy, Garrido said, affects 2 percent of
the worldwide population and carries different
challenges for those who have it. About onethird of the patients have intractable epilepsy,
which means that they remain with seizures
even after using the best medication available.
“Some of these patients can be treated by
performing surgery in the area of the brain
that is causing epilepsy but another portion of
the patients cannot be treated even by surgical
procedures,” he said. “This is one of the major
motivations to study epilepsy.”
Garrido and his team intend to find out

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Associate Professor Emilio Garrido explains electrophysiological procedures to record neurons’ electrical signals to graduate student Carlos Partida (left) and senior biology major Ray Castillo on Feb. 9.

which molecular and cellular mechanisms
produce seizures and pharmacoresistance.
“We try to understand what mechanisms
make the brain transform from a relatively
normal network of pieces of circuits and
neurons to another arrangement that produces
seizures and epilepsy,” he said. “If we are able
to understand that process, then maybe we can
try to break it down and stop it to the point that
a person will not develop epilepsy.”
Garrido said the research team uses
different techniques, including polymerase
chain reaction, analysis of proteins and
electrophysiology, plus cell culture and animal
models.
“We have found at least three different
changes that happen during the process of
epileptogenesis,” he said.
Garrido explains they found downregulation, or reduction in the number of
molecules, that happens shortly after the
status epilepticus, which is the condition that
produces seizures repetitively for three hours.
“Basically, in 24 hours, if you look at the
brain and struck the RNA from these cells,
compared to control cells, you will see a drop
in the expression levels for many of these
molecules that we are investigating,” he said.
“That’s one of the major findings in this lab in
the last years.”
Garrido believes that these changes are
involved in the process of epileptogenesis. He
said that while it is normal to have published
two manuscripts per year, in 2008 the team
published four manuscripts describing its
findings in peer-reviewed journals.
“For the last three years the lab has been
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productive with the help of students and other
faculty members,” he said.
The team includes Research Assistant
Professor Luis Pacheco and Lecturer Boris
Ermolinsky.
Co-authors of the 2008 manuscripts were
students Massoud Arshadmansab, Eder
Hernandez and Sebastian Francisco, he said.
“It’s a positive interaction with the students,”
Garrido said. “They can gain expertise but
also publish their research, which will go to
their academic records.”
This semester, seven students work or
volunteer in Garrido’s lab through different
programs.
Colom said there are many opportunities
for students who want to take part in
research. One such program is the Minority
Biomedical Research Support-Research
Initiative for Scientific Enhancement, created
by the National Institutes of Health to support
minority students involved in biomedical
research.
Different labs at UTB/TSC, he explained,
have students working in them thanks to the
MBRS-RISE program, which compensates
their efforts.
But that compensation is not the only reward
for dedicated students.
“The students are mentored; they go during
one summer to [another] institution, like
the [University of Texas at] San Antonio or
Cornell [University],” Colom said. “The only
commitment of those students is to want to
continue a biomedical research career--that’s
the only requirement.”
Ivan Valdez, a senior biology major who

studies Alzheimer’s disease and epilepsy in
Colom’s lab, was recently accepted to Harvard
Medical School.
“It all started because I’m part of the MBRSRISE project here, at UTB/TSC,” Valdez said.
“If it wouldn’t have been for this, I wouldn’t
have got the opportunity to apply to a summer
internship like the one I did this past summer, at
Weill Cornell [Medical College] in New York
City, and I wouldn’t have got the opportunity
to know professors and mentors with whom I
do research here at the university.”
Like Valdez, Herminio Guajardo is a senior
biology major who is part of the MBRS-RISE
program. He has been in Colom’s lab for a
year and a half and plans to pursue a master’s
degree in biology at UTB/TSC.
“I have been learning a lot of techniques;
these techniques help prepare me for a future
in research,” Guajardo said. “It’s an advantage
as a student.”
Colom said there is an open-door policy
for any student interested in participating in
research.
“Research is not being performed in an
ivory tower,” he said. “Everyone is welcome
in my lab and everyone is welcome in every
lab of the institution.”
Colom encourages students to ask about
the opportunities in the diverse laboratories at
UTB/TSC.
“We want to see some responsible people
that want to work, that want to think with us
how to solve problems,” he said. “Enthusiasm
is our main requirement and our request. The
rest, all the rest, we learn together.”
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Cost containment

Groups detail their plan for thrift
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
University officials have found a variety of
ways to save UTB/TSC some money.
Fifteen working groups of about 100
campus community members were appointed
in December to the Resource Generation
and Cost Containment Task Force. The
groups were assigned to review UTB/TSC’s
operations for recommendations to increase
resources and reduce costs.
Staff and faculty gathered in the Education
and Business Complex’s Salon Cassia on
Thursday morning to present their findings.
Provost Alan Artibise said the initiative
came about in anticipation of a budget cut.
On Jan. 13, the Texas Legislature called for
a 5 percent budget cut over fiscal years 2010
and 2011 from all state entities in an attempt
to cushion an expected billion-dollar budget
deficit.
Working groups conducted their own
research and compared their costs with other
University of Texas System institutions such
as UT-Arlington, UT-Pan American, UT-El
Paso, UT-San Antonio and UT-Tyler.
A report presented by the Faculty Salaries
and Workload working group said UTB is
ranked 34 out of 38 public universities in
the state among the first four ranks based
on the most recent Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board data for FY 2010.
Hector Castillo, assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs and chair of the Faculty
Salaries and Workload working group, said
members recommended three options for
faculty salaries.
“We based our recommendations on faculty
salaries, depending upon our fiscal state,”
Castillo said. “Our first recommendation
is that we look at proceeding with raises if
we are in good fiscal standing. One of the
thoughts behind that is that if other institutions
aren’t able to give raises, then this may be an
opportunity for us to catch up or increase in
our salary rates.
“The second scenario in faculty raises is
that if the fiscal situation is not doing very
well, that we do not give any raises. … If we
are in dire straits, then we are looking at cuts,
our recommendation is looking at a process
that’s transparent.”
Other recommendations are to:
--increase average class size from 22.9 to 25
for next fall and spring. Class size for Summer
2010 must be at least 15 (undergraduate) and
eight (graduate);
--reduce non-instructional administrative
assignments and release time by 10 percent
for 2011, saving between $110,000 and
$150,000;
--redistribute vacant faculty lines to new or

Abroad

Continued from Page 6

in the States. In France, it’s such a different
way from learning.”
Rivère cited this as a reason for enjoying
her stay, as well as the relaxed feeling of the
campus and students, the professors, and
challenging learning experiences.
“It’s so easy to stay in the same place and
do, you know, exactly what you’re used
to and getting good grades, but when you
change cities, when you change countries,
you obviously have to … go in and get used
to new things and work for it a lot more,”
Rivère said. “I’ve been studying a lot here,
and it’s incredibly challenging.”
The Rio Grande Valley has also changed
Rivère’s understanding of the southern
United States.
“Now, I understand the Hispanic influences
in the United States, which I never really

Michael Peña/Collegian

Staff and faculty listen during the cost containment presentation made Thursday in the Education and Business Complex’s Salon Cassia.

growing departments;
--form a committee to review academic and
technical programs that will come up with a
plan to phase out low-producing programs.
The Administrative and Staff Salaries
group chaired by Doug Arney, associate
vice president for Business Affairs, told
the audience the committee evaluated each
campus division to determine if departments
were over- or understaffed.
“We actually looked at 106 departments
and, as you can imagine, we had a lot more
questions that we couldn’t answer, so we
decided that the team did not have sufficient
time or the skills set for all of the departments,”
Arney said. “We decided that we needed to
conduct an in-depth review of the areas. So,
of the 106 areas, we are recommending that
we conduct 47 in-depth reviews and what we
will be doing is asking the vice presidents [of
each department] to conduct these reviews.”
According to the Resource Generation
and Cost Containment Task Force report,
“It is expected that each department will
review peer staffing and procedures and best
practices to ensure that our departments are
staffed efficiently.”
College of Liberal Arts Dean Daniel
Heimmermann, chair of the Educational
Services
Group,
presented
four
recommendations, including a 60 percent
reduction in CD, DVD, videocassette and
microcopy expenditures, which would save
$7,000 annually. Also, an 8 percent reduction
in the budget spent on books and the leasing
of books, saving up to $8,000.
“The third recommendation from training

services and what we recommended is
possibly saving 50 percent on training
instructor expenses in the Workforce
Education Program,” Heimmermann said. “It
is proposed that, by hiring local consultants
as opposed to what we typically do--that
is outsource, [such as] Houston-based
educators--we could save 50 [percent] to 75
percent, and this in real money could translate
into $2,000 per [training] session.”
Veronica Mendez, assistant vice president
for Planning and Construction, and Chet
Lewis, associate vice president for Business
Affairs for Financial Services, are co-chairs
of the Facilities Working Group.
Lewis said with the building of new
facilities the last couple of years, it takes more
revenue to maintain them. The group looked
at utilities, facilities, custodial services and
scheduling classes as ways to save money.
“The first area that we looked at [utilities]
is a conservation effort, it’s a green effort
but also it saves money, so it’s a win-win on
both situations,” Lewis said. “Our cooling
towers discharge water every day and we
can actually use that gray water for irrigation
and save purchasing water for irrigation and
also recycle that water. The amount [saved is]
$16, 000 a year.”
Mendez said custodial services are an
area where money could be saved. She cited
examples such as cleaning campus offices
only three times a week instead of every day,
which could save up to $19,000 annually.
Artibise, chair of the Administrative
Re-organization team, said the group
would wait for the rest of the committees’

recommendations to make changes.
“It would be useful first to wait for all
of these reports before we start looking at
whether or not administrative changes will be
appropriate, based on the recommendations
from all of the other working groups, so
that work will start over the next couple of
weeks,” he said.
Artibise, also chair of the Academic
Restructuring Group, said members are in
charge of evaluating the academic structures
and programs of the university to make
recommendations.
He said under the direction of UT System
Chancellor Francisco G. Cigarroa, a Plan for
Higher Education in the Rio Grande Valley
will be implemented.
“The plan is organized around four
functional areas that include manufacturing,
STEM education, energy and environment
and health and education,” according to the
draft Report of the Resource Generation and
Cost Containment Task Force.
“The four groups will focus on energy and
the environment and those who have been
appointed have been [the University of Texas
Pan American] faculty and UT-Brownsville
faculty,” Artibise said. “The second group
is our manufacturing; that is being led by
a person from Pan American. The third is
health and education; I am the facilitator of
that group. … The fourth area is [Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics]
education led by the Pan Am provost.”
For more information on the cost
containment report, visit https://team.utb.
edu/sites/ba/CostContainment/default.aspx.

paid much attention to because it’s true that
being French, when we study the South,
we tend to look at Louisiana, which is very
Native American, African American, French
Cajun, Creole,” Rivère said. “I had a pretty
narrow-minded way of seeing the South. …
Coming here I really realized how important
the Hispanic population is, how much they
had to offer to the South and the whole idea
of learning about the culture.”
To participate in the Semester Abroad
program, a 3.3 grade-point average, two
letters of recommendation from professors
and three semesters of college-level French
or Spanish are required.
Summer Study Abroad programs are
currently taking applications for Summer
2010. Applications, which are available
online and from the Study Abroad Office,
located in Cardenas Hall South 251, should
be submitted by March 1, along with a
$500 deposit. A 2.7 GPA, two letters or

recommendation from professors are
required to be eligible.
Financial Aid is available to finance
the tuition of the courses offered by each
program.
Scholarships are available to pay for
the programs’ expenses in the form of
sponsorships running from $700 to $1,000
and are provided by the Study Abroad
Office. Also, the Walter Pierce Scholarship
is available for liberal arts students, which
is $500. The St. Petersburg program costs
$3,050; the Paris program, $2,620; the Seville
program, $3,335; the London program,
$3,150; and the Ayacucho program, $2,650.
LaLonde suggests students submit the
paperwork and deposit as soon as possible
to be eligible for the scholarships and
sponsorship. She said there are myriad forms
to finance a student’s trip, such as talking to
professors for scholarship ideas and seeking
assistance from private organizations.

“I would also like to remind students they
could sell items like chicken plates, rice
plates, have garage sales, and finally, the
fifth suggestion would be … don’t spend
your money frivolously … here and there
because that adds up,” she said. “The way
the students should think about it is that this
is money in the bank, that they invest in a
semester study abroad program and actually
go abroad. Then they’re going to come
back a completely different person because
they would have seen so many new sites,
and it should transform them in a way that
will make them, for example, much more
attractive when it comes to apply for a job.
They’ll appear more sophisticated, more
cultured.”
For more information on pricing and
course details, call the Study Abroad Office
at 882-7658 or 882-7450.
--Staff writer Jacqueline Vasquez
contributed to this report.
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Green issues heat up commission meeting
By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor
The Brownsville City Commission has
voted to relocate Central Avenue Park and
keep the existing area as green space.
The discussion during Tuesday’s
commission meeting went on for about 30
minutes and left city officials on the defensive
about the city’s parks. The commissioners
were on board to keep the existing area for
green space, but District 1 Commissioner
Ricardo Longoria pointed out the lot would
benefit the city economically.
“There is a great movement in this country
and all of the world to not do away with
green space but rather enhance green space,”
Commissioner at Large B Rose Gowen said.
The discussion became heated after a
Brownsville resident criticized officials
for relocating the park, saying it has
become a “focal point” for the surrounding
community.
An argument between District 2
Commissioner Charlie Atkinson and Mayor
Pat Ahumada erupted after the mayor
voiced concern about residents who would
be “displaced” by the relocation of the
park. Atkinson went on the defensive about
Central Avenue Park, which is located in
his district, challenging the validity of the
mayor’s claims.
“Who? Who? Give me a name, Mayor,”
Atkinson said, referring to the residents.
Planning Director Ben Medina presented
the ordinance, which calls for closing
the park--located on the corner of Boca
Chica Boulevard and Central Avenue--and
relocating it to an empty lot about half a mile
down the street.

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

District 2 Commissioner Charles Atkinson gestures as he asks residents speaking during the public comment
period to inform themselves before criticizing city commissioners during Tuesday’s Brownsville City Commission
meeting. Also shown is Commissioner At-Large “A” Anthony Troiani.

“Basically, what we want to do is provide
something better for them at a safer area,”
Medina said. “We will work closely with the
[U.S.] Department of the Interior and [the
U.S. Department of] Parks and Wildlife to
ensure the grant requirements are met.”
The commission also voted to pass the first
reading of an amendment to the City Code
of Ordinances that places more restrictions
on sexually oriented businesses “to promote
the health, safety, morals and general welfare
of the citizens of the city while leaving open
ample alternative methods of communication
for the businesses; and to establish reasonable
and uniform regulations to prevent the
continued concentration of sexually oriented
businesses within the city,” according to city

documents.
According to the amendment, sexually
oriented businesses must obtain a permit from
the Department of Permitting and Inspections
in order to legally operate within the City of
Brownsville; sexually oriented businesses
will not be allowed to be operate from 2
a.m. to 10 a.m. Sunday through Saturday;
and owners of sexually oriented businesses
will not be allowed to put up, construct or
maintain any sign for the establishment other
than one business identification sign, one or
more age requirement signs and one street
address number. In addition, any applicant
who has been convicted of or pleaded guilty
to certain criminal offenses will not be issued
a license.

Assistant City Attorney Alison Bastian
said the amendment would add a clearer
definition of sexually oriented businesses,
adding that the current definition leaves room
for “ambiguity.”
“We are not so much concerned with
the businesses that are complying with the
law but those that want to come in and not
comply,” Bastian said.
After a proposal by Medina to amend
the existing code of ordinances regulating
windmills, the commission approved the
first reading of an ordinance that regulates
installation of windmills in residential zones.
The amendment dictates that the height
of a windmill shall not exceed 70 feet and
must be placed at least 15 feet away from all
property lines. Residents are required to have
at least half an acre of property and would
only be allowed to place the windmill in the
rear of the lot.
The issue of reimbursement for residents
who conserve energy through the windmills
was discussed. District 4 Commissioner
Edward Camarillo suggested city officials
work with the Brownsville Public Utilities
Board to create a “process” that residents
could follow.
“If those opportunities are available, we
need to be able to educate the people about
what is available to them,” Commisioner
At-Large “A” Anthony Troiani said. “Yes,
we can put these up, but what is the process
in which they are going to get credited with
their own production and at what rate are
they going to get reimbursed?”
According to the presentation, the average
payback from the use of a windmill is six to
30 years, and the cost of a windmill ranges
from $10,000 to $70,000.

McCarron
heading to MLS

History fan

By Chris Scott
Sports Editor

David Guerra/Collegian

Teray Garcia (right),
assistant director of
Pre-trial Services,
stands in line to get her
copy of “Charro Days
in Brownsville” signed
by authors (from left)
Priscilla Rodriguez,
Brownsville Historical
Association executive
director; Anthony K.
Knopp, history professor
emeritus; and Manuel
Medrano, history
professor, on Feb. 11
at the Barnes & Noble
Bookstore on campus.

James
McCarron,
assistant
UTB/TSC
men’s soccer coach
and a former player,
has been hired as an
James McCarron
assistant fitness coach
for the Seattle Sounders
in Major League Soccer, according to a
news release from the university’s Athletics
Department. McCarron will leave his post as
assistant coach here at UTB/TSC to join up
with the Sounders this week and will remain
with the team until mid-August. It is unclear
whether the UTB/TSC Men’s Soccer Team
will now start looking for someone to replace
McCarron as assistant coach.
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Chaplain to students: Talk to me
By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor
Have the everyday, rapid-fire moments
of life begun to send you into a world of
stress? If so, there is a way back to stability.
The Rev. Alexander Flores is sending a
message to students, staff and faculty: Slow
down and engage your spiritual side.
Flores was appointed chaplain of the
Catholic Campus Ministry on Jan. 17 and
said he is available to attend to the spiritual
needs of the campus community. The
campus ministry was established in 1926,
a couple of months after the formation
of Texas Southmost College, said Hilda
Escandon, ministry coordinator.
“We are here at the college campus
trying to discover your potential, discover
what you can do and I think faith is a …
very important part of that, and it seems
in the midst of doing all these things we
tend to be busy for the sake of being busy,”
Flores told The Collegian in an interview
Wednesday. “So, I just want to invite them,

Amigo

Continued from Page1

Thursday. The event will kick off at 10:30
a.m. with a golf cart parade, in which
10 departments and at least one student
organization will take part. The parade will
start at the Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial
Library, proceed down the Paseo and end
on the Student Union lawn, where a preshow will take place.
The pre-show is set to begin at 11 a.m.
to get the crowd going for the welcoming

of the Lake/Mundelein Seminary in
Mundelein, Ill. and his master’s in divinity
at Pontifical College Josephinum in
Columbus, Ohio.
Although he is not currently pursuing a
degree, Flores says he tries to keep up with
events and issues relative to our time.
“We try to be attentive and have our
finger on the pulse of a lot of things,”
Flores said.
He has “plugged into” the Catholic
Campus Ministry’s existing activities
and added that he can provide access
to sacraments for those who follow the
Catholic faith.
The Catholic Campus Ministry celebrates
Mass at 2 p.m. every Wednesday at 1910
University Blvd. Flores said he will be
eating at the Scorpion Café every other
Monday to meet with students and discuss
their concerns.
For more information about the Catholic
Campus Ministry, call 541-9697.

The Rev. Alexander Flores

for all of us, to kind of slow down and listen
to that small still voice that calls out for
God. St. Augustine says, ‘You have made
us restless, Lord, and our hearts are restless
until they rest in You,’ and so, I think, we
need to be more attentive to that.”
Talking to Flores puts one at ease and
you can sense his genuine interest in
your well-being. And although the young
minister follows the Catholic faith, he said
he is here for everyone.
“[I want to] begin a dialogue and see
how can we talk, how can we approach
this, whether you are Catholic or not,
whether you had a bad experience with
the Catholic Church in the past, you know,
let’s try again, life with God is a lot better
than life without,” Flores said.
Born in Houston and raised in Mission,
Flores also serves as the parochial vicar
at San Felipe de Jesus in Cameron Park
and two other missions in San Pedro and
Olmito.
Flores earned a bachelor’s degree in
philosophy at the University of St. Mary

of Mr. Amigo. Performances by Banda
La Quineña, composed of UTB/TSC Fine
Arts students; local band Grupo Conteño,
headed by UTB/TSC employee Juan
Longoria; singer Juan Chapa, a Physical
Plant carpenter; and Grupo Folklórico
Tizatlán, headed by Health and Human
Performance Department Chair Zelma
Mata.
Fernández is expected to arrive on
campus about 11:30 a.m. Performances
by students from the Raul J. Guerra Early
Childhood Center, Grupo Folklórico

Tizatlán and Mariachi Escorpión will
honor the singer.
University officials and students will
present a plaque and gifts to Mr. Amigo.
“We always give three gifts to Mr.
Amigo,” Student Life Director Sergio
Martinez said. “We do a welcome and an
opportunity to speak.”
Selma Yznaga, an associate professor in
the Educational Psychology and Leadership
program, will host the ceremony. UTB/
TSC President Juliet V. García and Provost
Alan Artibise are also expected to attend.

“We’ve done this every year, it’s an
established tradition,” Martinez said.
“That’s what we do as part of the tradition
of Charro Days and Mr. Amigo, that’s our
role in it.”
“This is the [one of] nicest and most
unique ceremonies,” Hernandez said. He
told The Collegian no other border cities
celebrate Charro Days.
For more information on the Mr. Amigo
event, call the Student Life Department at
882-5111.
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have it more expensive in Brownsville,
Texas, is, to me, a problem.”
Trustee Rosemary Breedlove said that
UTB/TSC has advantages over other
community colleges, such as the use of two
libraries and the Recreation, Education and
Kinesiology Center.
TSC board members asked the committee
what could be strengthened.
IBC Bank President Fred Rusteberg said
it is important to first determine the needs
of the region to develop more programs
and services.
“As technology changes, we need to
change what our priorities are, and it’s all
economy-driven, in my opinion, a lot of
it is,” Rusteberg said. “So, what are our
needs going to be, what interests will be
coming, what technologies will take place?
We need to emphasize more on health care,
we need to emphasize more on welding,
we need to emphasize more on ITECC.”
Also discussed was whether the
institution should keep its open admission
policy.
Although most seemed to approve, some
members questioned whether the policy is
still a good idea.
UTB/TSC Development Board member
Gigi Habet said open enrollment is only
good when students take advantage of it
and linked it to tuition costs.
“It only makes sense if each student can
take that opportunity,” Habet said. “The
only way [students] can have this is if they
can afford it. If you can’t afford it, open
enrollment is not really open enrollment,
is it?”
She said students who are interested in
a two-year degree will not be interested in
the university’s facilities.
“Somebody that is just here for a
certificate [program], I don’t think they
are going to be interested in going to the

On Campus
library or who is teaching them, they just
want to learn how to weld or whatever it is
they are here for,” Habet said.
Joel Alaffa, a senior information systems
major who is a mentor in the Leadership
and Mentorship Program, said the open
admission policy facilitates students’
options to attend a university because there
is no requirement of a standardized test.
“I’ve seen students graduate that you
normally wouldn’t have seen here,” Alaffa
said.
In a presentation, Michael Putegnat,
director of the university’s Institute for
Public Service, showed how the community
college and the university have benefited
from each other.
Putegnat said since its formation, the
university has been able to offer more
certificate, associate, bachelor’s, master’s
and doctorate degrees. In 1993, about
100 students graduated with a certificate
compared to 2009, when more than 200
students graduated with one. The biggest
increase was seen in students who graduate
with a bachelor’s degree. In 1993, about
300 students graduated with one, compared
with close to 1,000 students in 2009.
After the first meeting on Feb. 10,
committee members were given four
questions to answer to make suggestions
on what the partnership should focus on:
--What is it about the community college
mission that we must preserve?
--What do you consider important about
the TSC District?
--What is it about the traditional
university mission that we want to build
upon?
--What special needs and opportunities
should we pursue?
Among the committee members’
recommendations were low student cost
for associate degree programs, programs
and services responsive to the community,
local taxes in support of in-district students
and expansion of university facilities and a
“college town” culture and environment.
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Arturo McDonald, a member of the Community Advisory Committee, gives his opinion on the UTB/TSC
partnership during Tuesday’s meeting.

Senior information systems major Joel Alaffa praises the university’s Leadership and Mentorship Program.
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Estudiante ¡Bienvenido, Mr. Amigo!
de hoy
Campus honorará a Vicente Fernández Jr. este jueves
Ana Laura Martell
Editora de Español

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Nombre: Jorge Eduardo Páez
Edad: 24             
Ciudad natal: San Juan
Promedio: 3.4
Especialidad: Terapia respiratoria
Clasificación: Estudiante de último año
Fecha de graduación: Mayo 2010
Reconocimientos: Becario de STARS,
2009-2010; Lista del Decano: Otoño
2005 y Primavera 2009.
Pasatiempos: “Ver y jugar fútbol, soy
portero de un equipo en Brownsville; ir al
gimnasio y salir al cine con mi novia”.
Actividades extracurriculares: “Soy
tutor de terapia respiratoria en la
universidad y estoy encargado de terapia
respiratoria en el área de pediatría del
hospital [en] Weslaco, Knapp Medical
Center”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Viajar a algún
lugar diferente cada año y asistir a algún
evento deportivo masivo como el mundial
o las olimpiadas, algo que esté en otro
continente”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Ser
director del departamento de terapia
respiratoria en algún hospital”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años?
“Trabajando en mi profesión, viajando
por todo el mundo y con una familia”.
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “Me
gusta que la mayoría de los edificios de
la universidad están construidos al estilo
hacienda. Eso le da un aspecto muy
interesante a la universidad, al igual que
las resacas”.
¿Si pudieras cambiar algo de la
universidad, qué harías? “Que tenga
más estacionamiento, es un problema
encontrar estacionamiento”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes
de nuevo ingreso? “Que primero planeen
bien qué quieren estudiar y que luego
desarrollen un plan a futuro para que no
tomen clases que no necesitan, que es
lo que le pasa a muchos estudiantes. No
saben qué tomar y se gradúan en seis o
siete años”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes
para estudiar antes de un examen?
“Que se familiaricen con los temas de
estudio y después que repasen para que
antes del examen no se estresen”.
Anécdota: “El año pasado fui a Houston
con mis amigos a ver el partido AméricaChivas. En la mañana fuimos a la
concentración de los equipos y yo quería
tomarme una foto con los jugadores así
que estuve esperando dos horas y media.
Mis amigos querían irse y al final se
desesperaron y se fueron. En el carro se
llevaron mi mochila con mi cartera, mi
dinero y todo. Tuve que regresar solo,
caminando 30 cuadras para llegar al
[departamento]. Todo por tomarme la
foto con los jugadores”.
--Recopilado por Luciana Morales

Para Mr. Amigo, el atavío charro no es un
disfraz, es un estilo de vida. Vicente Fernández Jr., hijo del icono y cantante legendario
de México Vicente Fernández, será el primer honorario de la asociación de Mr. Amigo
que resulta ser un charro genuino.
Como su padre, Vicente Fernández Jr. es
actor y no canta mal las rancheras. Sin embargo, también es un estupendo jinete con
facultades ecuestres que vive conforme al
conjunto charro. Esta es la razón principal
por la cual se le concedió el nombramiento.
“[Fernández] es un auténtico charro,
propietario de de una yunta charra, campeón
mundial [y] en realidad, tiene actuaciones
en charrerías”, dijo Eddy Hernández, director de la junta de agua Brownsville Public
Utilities Board y presidente de la asociación
de Mr. Amigo. “Es un charro de primera
calidad y uno de los mejores en México”.
El galardón Mr. Amigo se le otorga a un
ciudadano mexicano que personifique buena
voluntad entre las naciones vecinas de Estados Unidos y México, sea actor, cantante,
artista o político.
“[Al sur] de la frontera, a los charros se
les considera valerosos. … Es un estilo de
vida”, declaró Hernandez. “Pensamos que
sería buena onda traerlo [a Fernández]: un
charro para los Días del Charro”.
Manifestó que la intención de la asociación es “celebrar la cultura mutua, la
amistad y la familia de los municipios de
Brownsville y Matamoros; gozar la historia y las tradiciones que nos unen, acercar
más al ‘Valle’ con ‘La Frontera’, a modo de
ejemplo para nuestros países”.
La asociación, establecida en 1964, se
esfuerza por cimentar las buenas relaciones entre la dupla Brownsville-Matamoros
y, por consiguiente, entre Estados UnidosMéxico.
“En particular, aquí en la frontera, tenemos relaciones de negocios y lazos familiares que nos afectan de manera cotidiana”,
agregó Hernandez. “Nos esforzamos por
celebrar nuestra cultura comunal en lugar
de dividirla”.
Con cerca de cinco años como miembro
de la asociación, Hernandez fue nombrado
presidente de la misma en mayo del pasado

Vicente Fernández Jr.

año.
Este jueves UTB/TSC le dará la bienvenida a Fernández. El evento arrancará con un
desfile de carros de golf a las 10 de la mañana, en donde participarán 10 departamentos
y al menos una organización estudiantil. El
desfile comenzará en la biblioteca Arnulfo
L. Oliveira, proseguirá por el Paseo y terminará en el edificio Unión Estudiantil, en
donde acontecerá un espectáculo previo a la
recepción de Mr. Amigo.
Éste está programado a las 11 de la mañana para poner a la multitud en marcha y
darle la bienvenida a Fernández. Habrá interpretaciones del grupo Banda La Quineña,
constituido por estudiantes del departamento de Bellas Artes de UTB/TSC, el conjunto
local Grupo Conteño, encabezado por el empleado de la universidad Juan Longoria; el
solista Juan Chapa, carpintero de planta de
la misma; y por último, el Grupo Folklórico
Tizatlán, dirigido por Zelma Mata, jefa del
departamento de Salud y Rendimiento Humano.
Se estima que Fernández se presente en
la universidad alrededor de las 11 de la mañana. En su honor habrá interpretaciones
de un grupo de estudiantes de la guardería
Raul J. Guerra Early Childhood Center, el
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán y el Mariachi Es-

foto de cortesía

corpión.
Algunos funcionarios y estudiantes de la
universidad estarán presentes durante la entrega de la placa conmemorativa y regalos
diversos para el cantante mexicano.
“Siempre le obsequiamos tres regalos a
Mr. Amigo,” afirmó Sergio Martinez, director del departamento de Vida Estudiantil.
“Le damos la bienvenida y la oportunidad
de hablar ante el público”.
Selma Yznaga, profesora del programa de
Psicología Educativa y Liderazgo, actuará
como maestra de ceremonias. Asimismo, se
espera la asistencia de la rectora de la universidad Juliet V. García y el Preboste Alan
Artibise.
“Cada año organizamos el evento porque
es una tradición ya establecida”, expresó
Martinez. “Lo hacemos como parte de la
tradición de los Días del Charro y Mr. Amigo, así desempeñamos nuestro papel”.
“Esta ceremonia es [una] de las más lindas
y únicas”, dijo Hernandez. Además, afirmó
que ninguna otra ciudad fronteriza celebra
los Días del Charro; Matamoros y Brownsville son los únicos municipios vecinos que,
en efecto, lo hacen.
Para mayores informes acerca del evento
Mr. Amigo, contacte al departamento de
Vida Estudiantil al número 882-5111.

De cenizas a cenizas

Michael Peña/Collegian

El Padre Alejandro Flores celebra la misa del Miércoles de Ceniza en el Ministerio Católico del Campus. El estudiante de educación en inglés Lucas Gómez
ayuda al capellán.
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Get moving seminar
UTB/TSC’s “Get Moving
Seminar Series: Dance the
Weight Away” is scheduled
from noon to 1 p.m. today in
room 2.654 of the Recreation,
Education and Kinesiology
Center. For more information, go
to www.utb.edu/getmoving.
Monday Night Physics
Matt Benacquista, an associate
professor in the Physics and
Astronomy Department, will
present a lecture titled “Light and
Color in Astronomy” at 7 tonight
in the third-floor conference room
of the Science and Engineering
Technology Building. Admission
is free. The lecture is part of the
Monday Night Physics series.
For more information, send an
e-mail to Martha Casquette at
infophysics@utb.edu.
Study Skills Workshop
The
Student
Success
Center will host a workshop
titled “Applying to Health
Occupations and Nursing”
from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. Tuesday
in Cardenas Hall North 104. For
more information, call 882-8208.
Black History program
The South Texas Mass Choir
will perform at 6 p.m. Tuesday
in the SET-B Lecture Hall. The
concert is part of the Black
History program. For more
information, call Deloria NanzeDavis at 882-4196.
Financial aid workshop
The Financial Aid Office will
conduct a workshop to assist
students in filling out the 20102011 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid, or FAFSA,
income tax return electronically
and answer general questions. The
workshop will take place from 4
to 8 p.m. Wednesday in Tandy
Hall 213. For more information,
call the Financial Aid Office at
882-8277.
COMPASS workshops
The Learning Enrichment
Center will conduct the following
COMPASS workshops this
week: writing, 2 to 4 p.m.
Tuesday; reading, 2 to 4 p.m.
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Wednesday; math, 2 to 4 p.m.
Thursday; reading (8-10 a.m.),
writing (10 a.m.-noon) and math
(12:30-1:30 p.m.) Saturday.
All workshops take place in
Cardenas Hall North 104. For
more information, call 882-8292.
Mr. Amigo celebration
The reception for Mr. Amigo
Vicente Fernandez Jr. will
begin with a golf cart parade at
9 a.m. Thursday. The parade
will proceed from Tandy Hall to
the Student Union lawn. A preshow begins 10 a.m. on the lawn
with performances by Grupo
Conteño, Juan A. Chapa, Banda
la Quiñena, the Raul J. Guerra
Early
Childhood
Center,
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán and
Mariachi Escorpion. Fernandez
is scheduled to appear at 11 a.m.
Admission is free. For more
information, call 882-5111.
SPI Lecture Series
Diana
Dominguez,
an
assistant professor in the English
Department, will present a lecture
titled “Appropriate Behavior:
A New Reading of Queen
Medb(Medieval) in the Old
Irish Ulster Cycle” from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. Friday at Club Padre,
5800 Padre Blvd. on South Padre
Island. Tickets are $2 and may
be purchased at the South Padre
Island Visitors Center or Club
Padre. For more information, call
761-2582.
Free tax return assistance
The 2010 Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program will
offer free income tax return
preparation to people who
cannot afford a paid professional
to do their return. The assistance
will take place from 9 a.m. to
noon Saturday in room F9 of
the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center,
located at 300 Mexico Blvd. For
more information, call 882-4153.
Patron of the Arts
Pianist Richard Urbis will
perform in concert from 8 to
9 p.m. Saturday in the SET-B
Lecture Hall. Admission is $5.
For more information, call the

Patron of the Arts office at 8827025.
An exhibit featuring the
works of UTB/TSC’s art faculty
continues through March 5 in
the Rusteberg Gallery. Gallery
hours are 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday, 10 a.m.
to noon Wednesday, 4 to 7 p.m.
Thursday and noon to 3 p.m.
Friday. Admission is $1. For more
information, call 882-7025.
Scorpion Leadership Ring
UTB/TSC, in partnership with
Balfour College Jewelry Co.
and the Student Government
Association, will provide two
official class rings to graduating
seniors, graduate students and/or
recent alumni who have excelled
in academics, leadership activities
and service to the campus or
the community-at-large. The
deadline to apply is 4 p.m. March
1. Applications are available at
http://www.ring.utb.edu.
For
more information, call the Dean
of Students Office at 882-5141.
Research Symposium
The 12th annual UTB/
TSC Research Symposium is
accepting abstracts from faculty,
students and staff interested
in presenting their work.
Presentations are welcomed in
any area involved in scholarly
work or research. The deadline
to submit an application
online is March 1. For more
information, visit: http://blue.utb.
edu/research.
Professional Women Speak
Rosa Rosales, president of
the League of United Latin
American Citizens (LULAC),
will be the keynote speaker for
the Professional Women Speak
conference, which will take
place from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. March
6. Tickets are $25 (includes
luncheon) and can be purchased
by calling 882-7334 or sending
an e-mail to moises.estrada@utb.
edu.
Battle of the Bands
The Campus Activities Board
and Office of Student Life are
seeking entries for the “Battle of

the Bands,” which will take place
March 10 on the Student Union
lawn. For more information, call
the Student Life Office at 8825138.
Clinical lab seminar
The Medical Laboratory
Technology Program at UTB/
TSC will present a seminar/
workshop
titled
“Clinical
Laboratory and Infectious
Disease Updates for the Rio
Grande Valley” from 8 a.m.
to 4:15 p.m.
April 17. For
registration and more information,
call Consuelo Villalon at
882-5010 or send an e-mail to
consuelo.villalon@at utb.edu.
H1N1 flu vaccines
The Student Health Services
Clinic has received another
shipment of H1N1 vaccines.
You may walk in or make an
appointment. Clinic hours are
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday and from
8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday. The vaccine is free
for students; $5 for employees.
For appointments or more
information, call 882-3896.
Drumline members wanted
UTB/TSC’s Drumline meets
from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday
and Wednesday. For more
information, call Percussion
Studies Director Tom Nevill at
882-8274 or send him an e-mail
at tom.nevill@utb.edu.
Microsoft workshops
Free workshops on Microsoft
2007 are available to students,
faculty and staff. Training is
conducted from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday in
room 112 (Mini Mead Lab) of the
Arnulfo L. Oliveira Library.
For more information, call
Damaris Gutierrez or Claudia
Rodriguez at 882-7442.
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
If you would like your
organization or department news
published in The Collegian’s
Briefs section, call Cleiri
Quezada at 882-5143 or send her
an e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.
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Following are among the
incidents reported by Campus
Police between Feb. 1 and 5.
At 1:05 p.m. Feb. 1, a student
lost her UTB/TSC parking
permit.
At 2 p.m. the same day, a
student’s UTB/TSC parking
permit flew out of his vehicle
while he was driving on U.S.
Hwy. 77.
At 3:11 p.m. the same day, a

student sold her Pontiac Grand
Am and forgot to remove her
UTB/TSC parking permit.
At 4:37 p.m. the same day, a
student reported damage to the
back right portion of her Pontiac
G6 while parked in Lot O.
At 4:39 p.m. the same day, a
student reported losing his UTB/
TSC parking permit.
At 6:16 p.m. the same day, a
faculty member from the Auto
Body Repair department in
the International Technology,
and Education and Commerce
Center reported a minor injury.
No emergency medical care was
required.
At 9 a.m. Feb. 2, a staff member
reported losing her UTB/TSC
parking permit.
At 10:35 a.m. the same day, a
student tried to pick up a black
dog in the Campus Police parking
lot. The dog bit the student’s
right middle finger. The student
declined emergency medical

care and the City of Brownsville
Animal Control Department took
custody of the dog.
At 11 a.m. the same day, a
student lost her UTB/TSC parking
permit. The student said she took
her car to an auto dealership for
a detail and its employees threw
the permit away.
At 3 p.m. the same day, an
Aztec employee accidentally
broke the handle of a coffee
mug while washing dishes in the
Gorgas Hall Tower.
At 10:15 a.m. Feb. 3, a Campus
Police officer was dispatched
to Student Health Services
regarding an intoxicated student.
The student told the officer that
he had consumed illegal drugs.
Emergency Medical Services
was contacted.
At 12:15 p.m. the same day, a
Mitsubishi Mirage and a GMC
Sierra collided in Lot AB. Both
students agreed to repair any
damages among themselves. The

combined damage was estimated
at $600.
At 6:50 p.m. the same day, a
student fell in the mud outside the
University Boulevard Classroom
Building. The student was
limping and said she injured her
left ankle. Emergency Medical
Services was contacted, but the
student refused transportation.
At 8:30 a.m. Feb. 4, a staff
member slipped and fell in the
Financial Aid office in Tandy
Hall. She did not suffer any major
injuries.
At 9:04 a.m. the same day, a
student lost his UTB/TSC parking
permit.
At 3:15 p.m. the same day,
a faculty member’s UTB/TSC
parking permit was stolen from
her Pontiac Vibe.
At 12:15 p.m. Feb. 5, a faculty
member lost her UTB/TSC
parking permit.
--Compiled
by
Cynthia
Hernandez
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A season in review: women’s soccer
By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
With injuries to key players, academic
probations, recruits not showing up, a second
RRAC Conference title in three years and a firstever NAIA national tournament appearance, it
was certainly a season of contrasting fortunes
for women’s soccer.
The Scorpions showed no signs of what was
to come later on in the season, with early results
and performances not being up to the standard
that had come to be expected of the team in
previous years. A lot of excuses could be argued
why the Scorpion ladies started the season in
indifferent form (who ended September with
a 3-3-1 record), with the squad being hindered
early on due to unexpected injuries and offfield problems. The off-field issues happened
both in the classroom and in recruiting, with
the three highly anticipated Ghanaian recruits
no-showing. Head Coach Nik Barjaktarevic
refused to accept any excuses about why the
team struggled in the early part of the season,
arguing that, in fact, the team’s so-called
“problems” may have been to the benefit of
the team.
“It happens to every team,” Barjaktarevic
said. “We’re not the only ones [problems]
happen to; it happens to everybody, so we
cannot make excuses for ourselves. We had
three players who couldn’t sort out their
paperwork in time and that definitely made
an impact within the squad. We had a couple
of injuries throughout the season, with Julia
[Dell’Aquila] getting hurt toward the end of
the season and we had a couple of ineligible
players as well. So everything added together,
that’s one of the big reasons there was a much
smaller squad than we wanted or anticipated.
“I don’t know [the reason for the slow start],
but for me it is always how we finish, and we
did end up improving quite a bit from those

first couple of games, not only improving our
results, but also how we played. Sometimes
it takes time; I know for us sometimes at
that stage of the season results don’t matter.
Obviously, that sort of win-loss record [3-3-1]
does, but we had some tougher games.”
The Scorpions went on to improve from
their early season form, and drastically so,
going unbeaten in conference games until they
suffered defeat in the final game of the regular
season, at home to Northwood University. A
defeat, which in the coach’s eyes, seems now
to be a blessing in disguise.
“We wanted to be undefeated in the
regular season and win the conference
tournament,” Barjaktarevic said. “But in the
end, [Northwood] was a better team than us-that’s the bottom line, and sometimes you
cannot complain about that. I think in a sense it
really helped us get more prepared and become
hungrier for the conference tournament. We
would have liked to have played Northwood
[in the tournament] to get our revenge, because
I think we’re a much better team than we
showed in the regular season.”
The Scorpions, however, never got the
chance to enact that revenge, playing Texas
Wesleyan University in the semifinals of the
tournament, in a game that would be seasondefining. Finding themselves behind to an
early goal from Wesleyan, the Scorpions came
fighting back to produce their best performance
of the season, going on to take the game 4-2. It
was here that the team first began to believe the
RRAC honors were in reach.
“We definitely did [start to believe],” he
said. “We had played in similar situations
before; we were down, but we never doubted
that we could come back. It was just a matter
of time before we knew we would take the
lead, which happened as the final score was
4-2. Everybody was really happy, just coming
back everybody was just really excited going

Collegian File Photo
Coach Nik Barjaktarevic consoles his team after its 4-1 defeat to Southern Nazarene University in the opening
round of the NAIA national tournament.

Courtesy Photo
The 2009 Red River Athletic Conference Champions are (front row) Stephanie Reid. Middle row (from left): Abigail
Perez, Carling Rootes, Helen Wagstaff, Linette Cuvillier, Theresa Berman, Julia Dell’ Aquila, Melissa Moreno and Sami
Thorman. Back row: Assistant Coach Christian Gallucci, Abigail Saldivar, Nicole Sereda, Sara Di Benedetto, Jodie
Hunter, Leah Russell, Verena Wonsikowski, Laura Carpenter, Aimee Young, Jessica Hamer, Emily Husband, Chelsea
Maidment and Head Coach Nik Barjaktarevic.

into that final game.”
The Scorpions went on to win their second
RRAC conference title in three years, beating
Our Lady of the Lake University in the final a
day later, 1-0.
Asked if this year’s victory felt different
from 2007, Barjaktarevic responded, “It was,
just for the mere fact that we qualified for the
national tournament. We did [win the RRAC
tournament] before, but maybe that first year
it was too easy. Obviously, not winning the
second year made us a lot hungrier [to win
again]. The team we played in the final was a
good team. They defended well and gave us
a lot of problems, but luckily we were able to
score the one goal. There didn’t seem to be
many opportunities [in the match], but, you
know, all it takes is one goal sometimes and
that was all we needed. We were really happy
to win; it was a long season and we reached
one of our goals, so it was definitely fulfilling
for the players because everybody worked that
much harder and it took a lot to get there.”
Next up for the Scorpion women was the
opening round of the national tournament,
which was the first national soccer game ever
played at UTB/TSC. The tournament pitted
the Scorpions against Southern Nazarene
University, who went on to beat the Scorpions
4-1.
Asked why the Scorpions couldn’t make
that final step, Barjaktarevic was poignant in
his response.
“In the end, it just comes down to experience,”
he said. “One team might have better players
than the other, but playing in college and at that
[national] level helps a lot. Southern Nazarene
is one of those teams that have that history
of being at the national tournament and dong
well, so I definitely think it makes a difference.
We’ve been there now so everyone, with the
additions of some big impact players, should
be very comfortable at that level. The more

we get comfortable, the more things we will
be able to do; win conference tournament, get
into the Sweet 16 [of nationals] and the goal is
to get to the Final Four. Everybody knows it
and everybody will work hard to get us there
because it’s not going to be easy. I know for a
fact we will be more prepared to get into that
national tournament next year.”
A big change for the Scorpion team this year
will be the departure of three-year assistant
coach Christian Gallucci, who left over the
winter break. Barjaktarevic admitted Gallucci
will be missed, but was keen that the Scorpions
must move on.
“Gallucci has been with us since that first
day,” he said. “He’s been such an integral part
of this program. Obviously, recruitingwise, he
helped bring in more than half the Canadians
we have here. He’s been involved in every
single part of this program and basically done
everything. Everything changes now and we’re
just hoping to improve as we move on.”
However, looking ahead to next fall,
Barjaktarevic seems confident that the
Scorpions are in great shape.
“I had to re-cap the season after we were
done, and although we were disappointed not to
go further on, as we thought initially we could,
we were happy with what we did,” he said.
“Our goals are pretty much straightforward for
next year: winning the conference again and
being in the top four teams in the nation. We’re
basically returning 10 starters, and we have
big plans for a couple of additions to the team.
The plan is to bring in two more goalkeepers,
one will be a transfer, one a freshman. We will
probably bring in two more defenders, two
more forwards, so every single position is
more competitive, so that nobody thinks they
are playing no matter what, knowing that they
have to do well every training session and if
they don’t, there will be someone there to take
their place.”

Two new Scorpions UTB/TSC Baseball Team goes down in 3-1 series loss
By Chris Scott
Sports Editor

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

Bree Rios (left) of Harlingen High School and Stefany Strickland of
Weslaco High School show their jerseys in the Garza Gym on Wednesday
after signing letters of intent to play with the UTB/TSC Women’s Soccer
Team, becoming the first signings of 2010.

In the returning half of the series, played in Victoria
over the Valentine’s Day weekend, the Scorpions suffered
a 3-1 series loss to a UH-V Jaguar team out playing for
revenge after its 4-0 series loss to the Scorpions the week
before.
Both games on Feb. 13 were tight, with the University of
Houston-Victoria taking the first game, 4-3, coming from
behind in the seventh for the win and took the second,
6-5, scoring four runs in the bottom of the extra eighth
inning, compared with the three scored by the Scorpions,
who had been up 5-2.
The first game Feb. 14 was even worse for the
Scorpions than the day before, as they went down 14-3 to
the Jaguars. The game was stopped in the fifth inning due
to the 10-run rule and at that point it looked like UH-V
would return the favor of a 4-0 series sweep.
The Scorpions, however, were able to salvage the final
game, winning 12-8. In the fourth inning, UTB/TSC
put five runs on the board to put itself ahead, 8-5. The

Scorpions were able to see out the remainder of the game,
though, not without a fight, as UH-V came within a run
of the Scorpions before UTB/TSC added two runs in both
the sixth and seventh innings to put the game to bed and
put an end to their three-game losing streak.
Speaking about the weekend, Head Coach Bryan
Aughney was disappointed at how the series turned out.
“Aside from [Sam] Buchanan, [Matt] Leffler, and
[Chris] Raley, we did not pitch well this weekend,”
Aughney said in a news release from Scorpion Athletics.
“We gave away two games yesterday. We did not show
up this morning [in the 14-3 loss]. We have to take what
the baseball gives us and stop playing outside what we
can do.”
The Scorpions traveled to Lubbock last weekend to
take on defending NAIA national champions Lubbock
Christian University in a four-game series. Results were
not available at press time.
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Director aims to enlighten Arts Center audience
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
The Arts Center’s new director, Dan
Barnard, has specific goals for the
programming he would like to showcase
in the center’s spotlight.
Barnard is looking for inspirational
talent to grace the stage and bring a
“magical quality” to their performances.
“The things that are important to me …
is that it’s excellent, that it’s authentic and
that it has these other qualities that have
the potential to lift the human spirit in
some way,” he said.
Although optimistic, he said it is not an
easy achievement because programming
takes money and the community is able to
pay only so much for tickets.
The biggest challenge he faces as
director is creating a performance arts
season, or series, “that is financially,
fiscally responsible, but also inspiring and
artistically satisfying.”
“There’s a big gap between those two
things,” Barnard said. “I have to find some
way to fill that gap.”
His dream is to have a $2 million
endowment, which would generate
$100,000 a year for programming.
Because there is no endowment, Barnard
is pursuing memberships for the series in
the meantime.
“Every center does that and it helps
people to … be able to bring in arts beyond
what the ticket sales will allow because
ticket sales normally only cover about 40
percent of the expenses,” he said.
He also hopes to find corporate sponsors

Francisco Espinosa/Collegian

Dan Barnard
from businesses that want to give back to
the community by underwriting some of
the arts. Renting out the facility is another
option he is exploring that can help with
expenses.
Barnard developed art series while
working at Penn State Erie, the Behrend
College, and Dakota Wesleyan University
in Mitchell, S.D. He was composer and
director of the music department at Dakota
Wesleyan and director of the choral music

program at Penn State Erie.
Before that, he taught for seven years at a
community college in western Nebraska.
He studied vocal performance and his
master’s and doctoral degrees are both in
composition.
Barnard said the skill it takes to choose
an art that will satisfy an audience is the
same skill you need to be a composer.
“In both cases there is a tremendous
satisfaction when I see the audience
respond to it, when I see I’ve made a
connection to them,” he said. “So really
that, as much as anything else, has
prepared me for this job more than I ever
would have known at the time.”
He was appointed the second week of
January and started working on Feb. 4
with a salary of $68,000. He said that for
the last 10 years he had wanted to make
a transition from faculty member to fulltime presenter, so the position for director
of the Arts Center was ideal.
“The job here is fabulous,” Barnard
said. “The [Arts] Center, it’s beautiful.
It has just the right number of seats. It’s
not too many so that it’s hard to fill, but
it’s enough so that you could do some
worthwhile things.”
Barnard was among several who applied
for the Arts Center director position, said
Irv Downing, vice president for Economic
Development and Community Services at
UTB/TSC. Some applicants were local,
but most were from throughout the U.S.,
Downing said.
He said Barnard did well at both
committee peer reviews.
“He had done some of the things that

we were very, very interested in doing
in terms of running an arts program,”
Downing said. “He had actually managed
a business at one time in his career.”
Barnard spent five years in the apartment
management field, which Downing said
the university was interested in because it
takes business savvy to manage the Arts
Center.
“He comes from a background in
the arts and in music and he has taught
before,” Downing said. “That wasn’t a
requirement, but that was definitely a plus
and a surprise to bring to the position.”
Dr. Sue Zanne Urbis, chair of the Fine
Arts Department, said Barnard had a
successful series in Penn State Erie.
“He has a wealth of experience in
promoting events and working with
professional artists and musicians,” Urbis
said.
The Arts Center had its first public
concert on Feb. 15 and aside from being
sold out, there was a waiting list.
University of Texas System Chancellor
Francisco G. Cigarroa, plus student and
community groups, performed for a
scholarship benefit.
Barnard is looking forward to bringing
artistic beauty to his new community.
He has lived in several places, but
considers Wichita Falls his hometown.
This is also the first time he has ever been
to Brownsville and said he is enjoying it.
“Oh, I love it, I have not found a
restaurant that I didn’t love, so I’m
probably going to weigh 500 pounds by
the time I’m done here,” Barnard said
with a laugh.
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Music for all ages

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian Photos

Jimena Escobedo Molina (right) is accompanied by violinist Martha Placeres during “William Tell Overture.”

UT System Chancellor Francisco G. Cigarroa plays a traditional flamenco piece titled “Farruca” on Feb.15
during “A Night of Stings” at the Arts Center. The benefit concert was the first scheduled performance during the
yearlong inaugural opening of the Arts Center.

Students from the Skinner Elementary School String Ensemble perform “Song for Christine.”

The concert concluded with a string orchestra finale, a collaborative performance of Vivaldi’s “Concerto in D
Major” by Jimena Escobedo Molina, the One O’ Clock Guitar Ensemble, String Ensemble and the Lopez High
School Lobo Guitar Ensemble. Fine Arts Associate Professor Michael Quantz directs the orchestra.
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